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Parents and Grandparents who are saving for more 
than 1 child must decide whether to open up one 
529 account or several accounts. Here are 5 
strategies to help you make decisions on how to 
fund your 529 account(s). 

April, 2020 

5 STRATEGIES FOR FUNDING YOUR 529 ACCOUNT 

1. Fund each 529 account equally 

Each child should be treated equally and this can be accomplished by contributing the same amount each year, for 
each child in separate accounts.  

Things to think about:  
Will funding separate accounts offer you the ability to take full advantage of your in-state tax benefit? Some states 
offer a deduction from your state taxable income for contribution made per beneficiary or across multiple accounts. 

Parents or grandparents who start funding accounts long after the first child was born may face the dilemma of 
inequality by selecting this strategy. The account for the older child has less time to build and will most likely be 
invested more conservatively while the account for the younger child has a longer time horizon for growth. The 
strategy of funding accounts equally works the best when you start funding the accounts at the time of each child’s 
birth. 

2. Fund one 529 account now and open up another 529 account down the road 

Young parents who don’t have enough money to fund multiple accounts can start out just funding one account 
naming one of their children as the beneficiary. 

Things to think about:  
Many 529 plans have low minimum initial contributions, typically $15 to $25. Automatic contribution plans also offer 
low contribution amounts. As your earnings and saving capabilities increase you can open up another 529 or split 
the funds from the 1st account naming your 2nd child as beneficiary on the new 529. This may be the ideal strategy 
to get you started on savings towards your children’s education. 

3. Fund one 529 account but change the beneficiaries when the children are in college 

Perhaps your strong point isn’t keeping track of multiple accounts; you’d like to save on account fees and decrease 
the account opening paperwork. Then opening up a single account may be for you. When the time arrives to pay for 
college for your children you will change the beneficiary as needed to pay each child’s college expenses.  

Things to think about:  
Parents who choose to have only one 529 account to manage could save on account setup costs and annual 
maintenance fees but those fees are generally very minimal.  

Parents may not be taking full advantage of their in-state tax benefit with one account.  
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If your children are less than 4 years apart it’s more than likely they will be in college at the same time. The 
paperwork to change the beneficiary each time a tuition bill is due may be a huge hassle. If your children are more 
than 4 years apart then this could be a good option. 

Choosing the right investment option may be challenging when funding only one 529 account for multiple children of 
different ages. Talk to your Baird Financial Advisor if you have this concern. 

4. Gift more money to the older child 

When opening multiple accounts for children of different ages it may make sense to contribute more to the older 
child’s account as you will need the money sooner for college and a shorter time horizon means that the funds have 
less time to grow.  

Things to think about: 
Gifting more aggressively to the older child and gifting smaller amounts to the younger child could make you feel 
guilty. 

Knowing how much to gift could be a challenge. 

Treating each child equally is important. 

Your financial situations could change over time not allowing you to fund the same amount for your 2nd or 3rd child, 
perhaps due to life events such as the loss of employment. 

5. Gift more money to the younger child  

College costs have been rising faster than the rate of inflation for many years. The cost of college will be much 
higher for the second child than it will be for the first child.  

Things to think about:  
When the first child is born, parents and especially grandparents are excited and prepared to start putting money 
away. As more children arrive families may have a tendency to become more complacent. And the savings for the 
2nd, 3rd or 4th child get lost in the shuffle.  

Families that make a conscientious choice to fund the younger child’s account more aggressively may find this to be 
a more equitable way to reach their overall education funding goals. 

Knowing how much to gift could be a challenge. 

Parents may not have saved enough for the first child. But remember that you can always move some funds from 
the other accounts to the older child’s account. 

Bottom Line:  

By starting to save today you are moving closer to the goal of providing your child with a college education in the future. 

Action Items:  

Contact your Baird Financial Advisor to discuss your education funding goals and request a college cost projection and 
planning report. 

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses associated with a 529 Plan 
before investing. This and other information is available in a Plan’s official statement. The official statement 
should be read carefully before investing. 

Depending on your state of residence, there may be an in-state plan that provides tax and other benefits such as 
financial aid, scholarships and creditor protection that are not available through an out-of-state plan. Before investing in 
any state’s 529 plan, you should consult your tax advisor. 


